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LCC Ltd is a leading solid fuel importer and distributor 

based in Ireland, handling and delivering domestic and  

industrial coal at all levels of the supply chain. The      

company whose headquarters are based in Cookstown 

has become a nationwide retailer and distributor of    

domestic and industrial solid fuels sourced both from the 

indigenous industry and from abroad.  

 

LCC Belfast is a dry screening processing facility which 

opened in 1997 in the Port of Belfast, Northern Ireland. 

The facility is in operation 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

The facility is approximately 18 acres and handles all types 

of solid fuels including Coal, Met Coke, Pet Coke and  

Anthracite. The raw materials are imported by sea and 

exported from the weighbridge facility by road or again by 

sea-freight.    

 

LCC Ltd have recently begun using an impressive new 

coal washing and sorting plant at the dock which was built 

by County Tyrone based company, Dernaseer - a global, 

leading manufacturer of sand washing systems, with     

installations worldwide.  

 

Dernaseer have a good working relationship with Atlantic 

Pumps. In the past they had experienced pump suppliers 

who were taking a longer than acceptable time to supply 

quotes and deliver goods. Atlantic’s knowledgeable staff 

and revolutionary approach to rapid customer service  

saw Dernaseer receive quotes within the hour – a service 

Atlantic are proud of and something they offer to all.  

 

Dernaseer incorporated a number of SlurryPro Silver  

Series heavy duty centrifugal slurry pumps in and around 

the impressive site. Supplied by Atlantic Pumps, the     

installed pumps include the SlurryPro 3x2, 4x3, 6x4 and 

vertical pumps.  

 

SlurryPro pumps are quickly becoming the go-to choice 

for many mine and quarry operators and are designed for 

the continuous pumping of highly abrasive, high-density 

slurries with minimal maintenance required. Atlantic 

Pumps hold large stocks of pumps and parts available for 

next day delivery ensuring downtime is minimised. 

 

Talking about the inclusion of the SlurryPro pumps at 

LCC Belfast, Atlantic Pumps Sales Manager, Nathan 

Rowles said “We know that customers are looking for 

top quality products backed up by a great service. If a  

customer spends in excess of £1m on a wash plant,    

maximising uptime is the most important thing to them. 

Increased wear life and revolutionary fast lead times as 

provided by Atlantic Pumps means that the customers can 

keep the pumps running every minute of the day; we   

believe that’s what LCC Group and Dernaseer will 

prove.” 

 

For further information on SlurryPro pumps contact   

Atlantic Pumps on 0800 118 2500 or email 

info@atlanticpumps.co.uk. 
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The LCC coal washing and sorting plant at Belfast Dock 

(top photo).  

 

The plant was built by Dernaseer who have incorporated 

a  number of SlurryPro pumps in the facility, including the 

one featured in the bottom photo.  


